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il:context of dominance and subjugation. These identities that come out in the way of subjugationand domination appears not in any other form but in the form of language. Therefore, languageis notjust something that one 
"un 

ur" to 
"*p.r* on.t ra."r,li tl",r" the way this power andsubordination put into practic,g. This can be understood in terms of cast differences. ,,cast,,

is a kind of stratificational "te;m" throush which peopre 
^1" "^r"i*aed, identified, arrangedand confined to their identities. Each iroment of speaking or-interacting with others, heensures his existence in.his-.,given,, identity. However, the l iigntity,, concerned by all kind ofpractice of power is higrily-questionabte, ry ttr"'*o.a-li""ri,v,, brings the idea of"completeness". Here, the".compreteness,, ;;";; ,;; _;;pleteness in the sense of"body", "relation", "meaning aniunderstalalns- ana, nnatty, i"irr" sense of ,,knowredge,,.

Therefore' one dan think oflo owe any.kino 
"rio*rity #itlitn" inevitable questionsmentioned belrow rerated.to "identitv-.irrrbe sorved. Th;y u;; is it possible for a person tohave complete understanding about trimsetror nerself, then about the"other with whom he orshe is going to interact? can pne predict with whom he is going to intetact or what kind ofsituation he is to be encountered? can one remain always in the given community with thegiven language? can anyone be reduced to have any kind 

"f 
ia"-n;;;;##J,;j;'on.

reduce language to own any identity? These unavoidable questionf related to .,identity,,will
be analyzed, in this paper, througrrsinhara and raml cast system in Sri Lanka.

ThiSstudyaimstoidentifuthewayinwhichlanguagehu,b."o,n.ffi
formation of one's identity within ihe given community making the mechanism of dominar,""
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